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Are you considering primarily publications Isvik By Hammond Innes If you are still puzzled on which one of
the book Isvik By Hammond Innes that should be bought, it is your time to not this site to search for. Today,
you will certainly require this Isvik By Hammond Innes as the most referred book as well as the majority of
required publication as resources, in other time, you could take pleasure in for a few other publications. It
will rely on your ready demands. Yet, we constantly suggest that books Isvik By Hammond Innes can be a
fantastic problem for your life.

From Publishers Weekly
Like the old pro he is, Innes ( The Doomed Oasis ) in his 29th thriller takes an improbable hero and an even
more improbable scenario and weaves a dramatic adventure that will keep readers guessing until its startling
climax. Peter Kettil, a wood preservation specialist struggling to establish his own business, joins an
expedition to the Antarctic in search of an ancient frigate whose frozen remains were spotted by glaciologist
Charles Sunderby just before his plane crashed in the ice. Moving forces behind the trek are the dead man's
widow, Iris, and Iain Ward, a mysterious Scotsman who agrees to provide financing if he can accompany the
crew. Unsettling questions arise about the possible connection of Argentina's desaparecidos to the hunt for
the frigate and about two men who exhibit deep interest in the widow. Increasingly frustrated by his inability
to solve these riddles and to discover the motivations of his companions, Kettil finally learns the ghastly
truth during a most unexpected confrontation in the icy depths of the rediscovered vehicle. Atmospheric
settings rendered with striking verisimilitude contribute substantially to the story's appeal.
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Kirkus Reviews
The grand master of the deep-water thriller (Medusa, 1988, etc.) sails to coldest Chile, Tierra del Fuego, and
antarctic points beyond to pick at the old sores and hidden horrors of Argentina's shameful politics. The job
prospects for youngish Peter Kettil are not good. Declared redundant by the conglomerate that has bought
out the ancient East Anglian firm for which he worked, Kettil, a fine sailor and an expert in the arcana of
wood preservation, sees nothing for it but to become a consultant. His very first job is a doozy: He's
summoned to the naval museum at Greenwich to meet with glamorous South American widow Iris Sunderby
and Iain Ward, a blustering Scotsman who wants to apply his recent wealth to the search for an icebound
19th-century sailing ship discovered in Antarctica by the late Mr. Sunderby. The museum would like Peter's
opinion on the ship's condition. Peter hires on, but the apparent murder of beautiful Iris by her hotheaded
``cousin,'' an Argentine student adrift in London, seems to doom the expedition. Mr. Ward, however, insists
that Peter accompany him to Peru, where, after a hair-raising trek through the coastal desert and the maritime
Andes, they find Mrs. Sunderby alive and in the clutches of a villain who has been enjoying her drugged
favors and who may be her brother. Once rescued, Iris is still eager to fit out the motor sailboat for which the
increasingly mysterious Mr. Ward has plunked down cash. The search will be anything but straightforward.
The murderous student from London is not only in town but is eager to sign on the crew. And he and Iris are
terribly interested in the kidnapper from Peru who has decamped to the Straits of Magellan, where he too
plans to join the search. Located after some rather heroic seamanship, the mystery ship yields up its dreadful



secrets and Iris's family tree is untangled. A sensational cruise. Innes knows sailing as well as anybody
writing and manages to make being soaked and frozen in the Straits of Magellan attractive. The mystery is
clever, too, though off- putting. -- Copyright ©1992, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.
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right here. You will get different way to make a deal and also obtain guide Isvik By Hammond Innes As
known, nowadays. Soft data of the books Isvik By Hammond Innes become very popular with the users. Are
you one of them? As well as right here, we are offering you the new collection of ours, the Isvik By
Hammond Innes.

Reviewing, again, will offer you something new. Something that you have no idea then disclosed to be well
understood with guide Isvik By Hammond Innes notification. Some expertise or lesson that re obtained from
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understanding you obtain, and also more chances to consistently enjoy reading publications. As a result of
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Rough notes, discovered on the body of a glaciologist whose plane had gone down in the waters of the South
Atlantic, launch an expedition bent on recovering an ancient ship whose ghostly image the glaciologist had
seen.
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Most helpful customer reviews

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Directionless first half and weak characters redeemed by strong conclusion
By H. Jin
Ship timber specialist Peter Kettil swaps cruising around East Anglia for an extended journey into the gale-
ridden waters of the Antarctic in this intruging but inconsistent Hammond Innes thriller. Kettil is drawn into
an expedition to locate and recover an ancient ship trapped in the southern ice-pack, spotted by aerial
surveyor Charles Sunderby moments before he is killed in a plane crash. Sunderby's widow, Iris, bankrolled
by mysterious "pools winner" Ian Ward, is determined to find the ship for both its historical interest and to
prove her husband was right. But who is Iris, and what are her true motives? Do her enigmatic South
American relatives hold the answer? Does the ship have any connection to the Argentinian Disappeared
political prisoners? And who or what is Ian Ward, who has come into millions in a pools win nobody can
find evidence of?

It's a solid basis for an Innes thriller, and he has pulled off these sorts of stories brilliantly many times. But
'Isvik' has its fair share of problems, and despite an excellent ending, the book does not stack up well against
his best work.

The problems are twofold:

Firstly, the characterisation. While most of Hammond Innes' books feature an "everyman" protagonist
through whose eyes we observe more interesting characters, Innes takes that element to the extreme here.
Peter Kettil is a very weak and colourless narrator, and his main purpose is to constantly ask questions that
are never answered. Despite expressing reservations about the trip and its purpose, he never stands up for
himself, being content to just drift along with the journey. Ian Ward is similar; there are implications that he
is everything from a government agent to an arms runner, but very little of his character is revealed. He's
supposed to be shadowy and mysterious, but comes across as stubborn and abrasive, demanding instant
decisions and answers from everyone else while never answering questions himself. He clearly knows more
than he's letting on, but how much he knows, and what his true purpose is, is never really explained. Iris
Sunderby is at different times a strong no-nonsense busineesswoman and a drug-taking flaky girl who sleeps
with her relatives to gain information. At least Angel Connor-Gomez is consistent, being a clear antagonist
with few redeeming features beyond his superficial charm.

Secondly, the story takes a long time to kick into gear. I know that Innes' books have always been more
about the journey than the destination, but the first half of 'Isvik' doesn't go anywhere. There is some
character insight into Iris and Angel, and some background to the Disappeareds, but the constant back-and-
forth argument over the Connor-Gomez family tree adds nothing to the story. Unlike 'Solomons Seal', say,
the exact relation of Angel, Carlos, Eduardo and Iris to each other has no direct relevance to the plot, and too
much of the first half is bogged down in these roundabout discussions. The book does pick up significantly
once the characters are on board the ship and begin sailing, but this is only in the last 100 pages of the book.

One thing I will say, the conclusion of 'Isvik' is outstanding, providing a horrifying but plausible answer to
the questions raised throughout the book. Fans of earlier Innes books such as 'Maddon's Rock' and 'The
White South' will find plenty to love here, with familiar elements such as a long trek over the ice and the



abandoned ship locked in a frozen wasteland. It's a pity the earlier parts of the book couldn't provide a better
build up to one of Innes' best ever climaxes.

The second half thankfully redeems 'Isvik' from what is a pretty lacklustre beginning. Fifty years after his
first books, it does seem that Innes was less able to pull together his complex, interlocking, personality-
driven stories like he was in the past. But the payoff in 'Isvik' is (mostly) worth it, so I would still
recommend it to those Innes fans who can overlook a few flaws in their hero's style.

2 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Why was this made into audio book
By W. Fish
I can't imagine why anyone would publish this book in audio format. The story is told in first person and the
character telling the story is an incredible whiner. The narrator makes a worthy effort at trying to put some
spine into his voice but the author has created a spineless, insecure, overweight character who snivels
throughout the book. What was Hammond Innes thinking?

See all 2 customer reviews...
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